Empowering your audience to create
freedom in the life they love living!

Meet the Dames

Patricia Barnett

Imagine…
Four strong, dynamic, successful women
speaking together on one stage, delivering an
experience to women audiences so personal, impactful,
and so rich that it is forever remembered as the
fulcrum point of life-changing decisions made on that
very day, in that very room.
Four personalities, four stories with a whole lot of
wisdom, fun, and focus. The Four Dames skillfully
weave a message of empowerment that motivates
women to rethink their lives by asking the question,
“What would I truly love?” in four areas: health,
wealth, love and purpose.

Pizazz to the Power of FOUR!
If you are looking for a keynote that commands the
room, delivers star power plus a profound meaningful
impact on women…if you want each individual to
come away deeply touched with action steps to move
forward in their lives…if this is the year you want to
create a truly memorable, unforgettable experience for
your group, then invite the Four Dames!
The Four Dames, experts in their focused topic, speak
and teach as one voice, yet use fascinating personal
examples that move women to laughter and tears.
Our goal is to create a deep, memorable experience
that begins a journey of transformed thinking, which
results in more freedom in the four domains of life:

HEALTH:

Patricia Barnett – “Dame on the domain of Health”

WEALTH:

Marilyn Macha –“Dame on the domain of Wealth”

LOVE:

Julie Hamilton – “Dame on the domain of Love”

PURPOSE:

Lynn Kitchen – “Dame on the domain of Purpose”

Patricia Barnett is a successful sought-after
transformational speaker, certified LifeMastery
Consultant, life coach and author who has inspired
and helped thousands around the world to release the
creative genius within to bring forth their dreams.
She is a results expert, helping people achieve the
success they desire. With a dramatic win over a deadly
illness, Patricia is a “thriver,” not a mere survivor, as she
applies this dynamic attitude to every aspect of her life
with unwavering belief.

Julie Hamilton

Julie Hamilton is a highly trained specialist in
transformative success principles as a certified
LifeMastery Consultant, inspirational speaker and
vision coach. In the last twenty-two years, Julie has
inspired and transformed the lives of thousands of
substance dependent women and their families from
homelessness to homeownership and from prisons
to successful living. Her commitment to womens’
capacity in transforming their lives and the lives of
others has become her passion.

Lynn Kitchen

Lynn Kitchen is a professional motivational speaker,
corporate trainer and certified LifeMastery Consultant
whose personal mission is to support others to reignite
their inner passion and to design a legendary life.
She enjoys a 34-year career as a financial executive and
money manager and was a pioneer as one of the first
women on the west coast to open her own brokerage
investment firm. Lynn also served as a state-licensed
spiritual practitioner specializing in grief support and
renewal.

Marilyn Macha

Marilyn Macha is a results expert and certified
LifeMastery Consultant. She is a true visionary
for financial awareness, wisdom and freedom. As a
financial advisor for nearly 30 years, her passion lies
with the commitment to know what really creates
wealth from the inside out. Marilyn delights in the
understanding of and being a part of wealth creation as
she shares that knowledge through speaking, teaching
and coaching others to learn how to create real wealth
from within.

